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ABSTRACT
Space exploration missions are undergoing a significant transformation as are the expectations of
their scientific investigators and the public who participate in these great voyages of exploration.
The early reconnaissance missions are giving way to a new data-intensive era of long duration
observational outposts, landed vehicles, sample returns, and multi-spacecraft fleets and
constellations. Mars exploration has already become a special case of the new operational mode;
other destinations will follow. These changes will require orders of magnitude increases in data
rates, highly automated and standardized data communications between the remote locations and
Earth, more transparent and responsive mission operations procedures, and the ability to engage
the public by giving them Intemet-basedvisibility into the missions as they unfold. The new area
will demand a new paradigm for the Deep Space Network, with increased emphasis on data
networking and the data processing applications that allow users to become more intimately
engaged with the conduct of the mission. We call this new paradigm the Interplanetary Network.
Its vision is seamless connectivity between scientists and their instruments, new data analysis and
visualization tools that will greatly enhance and enable new modes of space exploration, and the
involvement of the public via web-based “telepresence.”
and networked mission operations, will soon be
common. Demand for bandwidth will grow, as
new instruments with ever-increasing spatial,
spectral, and temporal resolution are developed
and flown. Also, the number of missions has
expanded significantly, while the number of deepspace antennas has not kept pace. The resulting
contention for tracking time directly limits mission
data r e m . The mission set has also evolved from
one characterized mostly by individual spacecraft
remote sensing to one having a significant amount
of in situ, networked operations, particularly at,
though not limited to, Mars. Finally, assets of the
DSN are aging, and with some of these dating
back to the 196Os, reliability issues are being
raised. Though the current DSN is in need of
upgrade, it nevertheless represents an excellent
foundation for the building blocks that will occur.

INTRODUCTION

For forty years the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration’s (NASA’s) Deep Space
Network (DSN) has provided telecommunications
and navigation services to nearly all US.and
many international, deep-space missions. This
“24-hour by 7-day” network has three complexes
around the world that permit continuous coverage
of solar system spacecraft and their critical
mission events. But, yesterday’s missions and
DSN, though noteworthy and successful, will give
way to future concepts in space exploration.
Already, new missions now in design, are
targeting the challenging fundamental questions
that confront space science. To enable these
missions, NASA has demonstrated a commitment
to removing the main impediments to deep-space
exploration; limited communications capability.’
Along these lines, future mission requirements
will stress the existing DSN, and, in fact, exceed
its capacity and capability. The sheer number of
missions and mission elements is one factor.
Missions involving networks of orbiting and
landed elements or vehicles flying in tightly controlled formations, all with increasingly complex

To energize the necessary new initiative, an
updated vision is developing. Formally, this can be
stated as, “Enable telescience and telepresence
throughout the solar system and beyond,” or more
colloquially, “Bring the sensors to the scientists
and the planets to the public.” The goal is to
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parameters as a function of time to identify key
trends. Concepts for missions more than 10 years
out naturally exhibit a design bias towards today's
technologies, necessitating a somewhat different
approach for anticipating future mission needs in
the 10- to 20-year timeframe. This second
technique involves identifying Earth-based
capabilities that one can reasonably assume
scientists will eventually want to apply at other
solar system locations (e.& hyper-spectral remote
sensing, autonomous aerial and surface vehicles,
etc.). The telecommunications requirements
associated with these terrestrial capabilities then
provide an indication of what will ultimately be
needed to support the application of such
capabilities at other planets. Together, these two
techniques have yielded four major findings.

transform the DSN into an Interplanetary Network
(IPN) that:
e provides networked connectivity, wherever
needed, across the Solar System-and beyond;
provides transparent communications,
navigation, science, and operations services to
customers that enhance, rather than constrain,
the accomplishment of their objectives;
incorporates the latest technologies, as
appropriate, to enable improved exploration
and discovery;
provides readily available, secure, and efficient
information access to science and public users.
This paper discusses strategies for overcoming
obstacles and meeting new requirements.' For
communications, these will include ongoing work
to renovate and "complete" the foundational DSN:
development of advanced spacecraft radios,
amplifiers, and antennas; prototyping of large
arrays of small antennas; demonstration of optical
communications; augmentation of the localized
Mars Network infrastructure with a dedicated
comsat; and development of end-to-end standards
and protocols. For mission services, these
strategies will include upgraded capabilities and
tools for use in deep-space navigation, network
and multi-mission operations, mission design, and
science and public applications. Effective use of
this IF" will be enabled by a layered information
architecture and advanced developments in space
information systems, reliable mission software,
and state-of-the-art access and processing
capability.

Findine #I: The number of DSN-supported
spacecraft is continuing to increase. Over the past
15 to 16 years, the number of spacecraft has
increased fourfold, while the number of DSN
antennas has only increased by 33%. To compensate for this disparity, the network has had to
increase its operational efficiency while also
sacrificing some of its resiliency and amount of
support per mission.

Findine #2: Missions are becoming increasingly
more complex to operate. In the solar and
astrophysical realms, observatories in low-Earth
orbit are being replaced by more capable platforms
in Earth-trailing orbits or at the Lagrange points
(e&, Space Infrared Telescope Facility, James
Webb Space Telescope). Single, large spacecraft
are being replaced by constellations of small, lowcost spacecraft (e.g., Magnetospheric Multiscale,
Magnetospheric Constellation). For solar system
exploration, missions are evolving away from
brief flyby reconnaissance to long-duration,
detailed orbital remote sensing (e.g., Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter, Jupiter Icy Moons
Orbiter). Finally, in the in situ exploration realm,
short-lived probes are being replaced by longlived, surface and aerial mobile elements-with
some elements, bv the end of the next decade.
networked to enahe coordinated, cooperative'
exploration efforts (e.& Mars Science Laboratory,
Mars Long-Lived Lander Network).

TRANSFORMATION OF THE
CUSTOMER BASE
The DSN's customer base consists of both deepspace missions and those near-Earth missions that
must compensate for low effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) with high-ground receive
capability. To ensure that the DSN evolves to meet
the growing and ever changing needs of this
customer base, DSN long-range planners regularly
track and analyze future mission trends.'

The tracking and

Of

future mission trends

requires the application of two techniques. The
first technique, mission demographics analysis,
involves collecting key te1ecom"icationsrelated parameters on each of the current and
future missions comprising the customer base out
to about a 10-year horizon: then plotting these

Findinp #3: Downlink data volume and associated
data rates will likely increase 1 to 2 orders of
magnitude Over the next 8 to 10
Such
growth is consistent with the trends toward more
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capable Lagrange point and Earth-trailing-orbit
obscrvatorics and the longer duration, morc
detailcd csrbiLal remote sensing missions
mcntionccl above. To the cxtcnt that scientists will
want to apply current Earth remote sensing and
visual incdia capabilitics at other solar system
locations (such as Mars), Figure I suggests at least
1 to 2 orders ofmag,nitude additional growth in
data voluines and data rates by the end ofthc next
decade.

orbital remote sunsing spacecraft. Examination of
some of Earth's autonomous mobility elements
(cruise missiles, unmanned aerial vehicles, and
unmanned ground vchicles) suggests that data
ratcs at least -1OOx today's 2-kbps command rate
will be needed to support upload of such products.

Findinr #$: IJplink data volume and associated
data ratcs will also increase, possibly by a factor of
IO to 100 ovcr the 201 1-2023 time period. This
increase will be associated with a change in the
nature of what dominates uplink communications- a change from low-lcvel commanding to
nploads of instrument calibration Ilats, software
updates for wphisticated spacecraft operating
systems, and large image or Lerrain files for
navigation ofmobili: in silu elements. Consistent
with the previously 'discussed in situ exploration
trcnd tow,ird long-lived surface and aerial mobile
clcmcnts, such uploads will he essential to
enabling : i u t c m m " negotiation of obstacles in
real time )ratherthan awaiting long-light-time
commands from Earth. Mobile in .si/[( elements
will essentially bcca~mccunsumers of data
products derived liom the long-duration, detailed

Factors described in the preceding section, imply a
DSN, which though built to be an enabler of
critical science missions, has become a constraint
on their productivity. Thus a transfortnation is
sought to rcplacc overly constraining links and
systems with a network that enhances the kinds of
investigations currently underway and enables
whole new classcs of exploratory activity. In other
words, a DSN that users can grow in to, rather
than one that they have already outgrown.
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Step one in implementing this vision is to renovate
and "complete" the foundational DSN. Whatever
its current limitations, it provides an excellent base
of capability and experience upon which to build
the future. A key element ofthis involvcs the
aging DSN 70m antennas shown in Figure 2. One
such antenna exists at each DSN complex:
Goldstone (Calilornia), Madrid (Spain), and
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Figure 1: More Data-intensive Instruments and Media Drive Higher Data Rates and Volumes

Canberra (Australia). Though these antennas may
eventually bc decommissioned and replaced, they
arc likely to he required for at least another
decade-possibly longer. A refurbishment effort
will improve the longevity of these critical, top-ofthe-line asscts.

Achieving Downlink Greater Than lO0x

To makc the next l e a p f r o m 4x to lOOx
improvement in downlink--requires significant
development and implementation in numerous
areas, both on the spacecraft and on the ground.
For the ilight telccom systems, advanced
spacecrdt nidios, amplifiers, and antennas arc
envisioned. Examples of these arc depicted in
Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Spacecraft Radios
and Power Amplifier

Figure 2: DSN 70m Antenna

Another port of the foundational DSN involves the
complement of 34111 Beam Wave Guide (BWG)
antennas. Currently the network comprises three
of these at Goldstonc, two at Madrid, but only one
at Canberra. Thwgh the original intcnt was to
iniplcment four of these antennas per complex,
that augmentation fell prey to tight budgets over
the last decadi:. 341n BWGs provide critical uplink
capability, and in arcaycd mode, downlink backup
to the 70m aiixcnnas. Decisions about
implcmcnting additional 34m antennas or
trmsitioning to othcr architectural alternatives are
pcnding.

Figure 4: Spacecraft Antenna

Ikvclopments include radios (transponders) that
smallcr, lower in power. more integrated and
rcprogrammable; highcr power amplifiers for both
X- and Ka-bands ( I OOW class); and deployable
antennas as large a s 5 in in diameter. Finally,
nuclear-powered missions, such as the Jupiter Icy
Moons Orbiter (JlMO) will likely drive the
development of kW class power amplifiers.

are

As a first step toward incrcasing mission data
return, the DSN is transitioning from X-band
(8-GHz) to Kn-band (32-GHz) for downlink
operations The directivity ofthc higher frcqucncy
provides a Iburfold gain (6-dB)-aftcr accounting
for various losses-and the allocated spectrum
provides I O times thc: bandwidth availablc at
X-band. K , h i n d receive systems arc cuncntly
bcing installed on all DSN 34m BWG antennas.
Though a fourfold itnprovcment in downlink data
rates I'dls short ofthc eventual nccd, the Ka-band
implementation represents an essential step toward
the future network.

On the terrestrial side ofthe link, particularly at
radio frequencies, there is a need to greatly expand
the available network aperture. Though this could
be achieved via construction of additional 701n
andior 34m antennas, costs may he prohibitive.
Another potential approach involves
implementation o f a large array of small antennas
(10m class). Such a concept is shown in Figure 5.
The prcniisc is that cost per unit of aperture may
be signilicantly less with this approach than with
thc inorc traditional alternative of large monolithic
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parabolic antcnnas. Validation of this premise, for
both implcnicntation and operations costs, as well
as confirmation ofarray performance will be the
main ob-jectivcs of an array prototype currently in
the breadboard design phasc.’

orbit. Space-basing eliminates the deleterious
effects ofthc Earth’s atmosphere, naincly reduced
weather availability from clouds and a 3-dR
attenuation cvcn under “clear skies.” This enables
use of a smaller mirror, perhaps 7 m, and
encourages a move to coherent detection and
action-limited optics. However, given high
launch costs, space-basing of one optical terminal
may cost as much as a whole network ofground
stations. And it docs not provide for siniultancous
links to tiuincrous spacecraft.

Figure 5: Large Array of Small Antennas

Finally, other options arc also possible. Hybrid
approaches-using some space-based and some
ground-based assets are being considered. An
effort is also underway to examine a ground-based
approach that synthesizes a large optical aperture
by incans of inany small, and presumably
inexpensive, tclcscopes-much as the large array
of small antennas does at RF.

Another possibility I’or orders-of-magnitude
improvement in link performance involves the usc
of lasers and optical communications.” Optical
frequencies, being much higher than radio
frcquencics (KF), have much more gain, but arc
also much more susceptible to environmental
factors-such as clo:uds. Strawman designs for
ground-based optical networks typically involve
six to ninc I O m class telcscopes geographically
located so a s to provide good longitude coverage
and/or simultaneous tracking from
uncorrclated- -or cvcn anti-correlated-weather
cells. 10m class telescopes arc already in operation
for ground.-based astronomy. c.g., the twin Keck
Tclcscopc;j on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. However,
ground-based loin tclescopcs for optical
communications nee,d not have the extremely
expensive difliaction-limited optics required for
astronomical I magin;:. Lower precision
mirrurs-callcd photon buckets-with the use of
dircct detecticmn and pulse position modulation
(I’I’M) providc the pdormancc required to carry
out the communicatii)ns function. An example of
such a ground-based facility is shown in Figure 6.

Achieving Uolink About l00x
In about I O years, the emergence oTlong-lived,
autonomous, bi situ operations will begin to stress
the current uplink capabilities of the DSN. The
nccd tu transmit large instrument calibration files,
image and terrain files for mobile clcincnts and
spacecraft software (including operating system)
updates will overshadow today’s process (if
loading primitivc commands for sequcnccd
execution. This will likely require an increase in
the EIRP directed at a remote spa
more power will be needed to recover a spacecraft
in an cmcrgcncy state because there is no
guarantee that its high gain antenna (HGA) will be
pointed toward Earth.
The classic nicthod ofproviding EIRP o n target is
to utilize a high power transmitter on a large
microwave antenna. Current maximum IISN
performance is 20 kW at X-band on a 70m
antenna. The classic approach is likcly to continue
although it raises issues about the expected
longevity of the 7Om antennas-which are
currently 3 0 4 0 ycars old. The DSN also currently
employs 20 kW at X-hand on 34m antennas,
though this represents a 6 dB decrease in
performance. It also raises issues about whethcr
there exists a sufficient number of these antennas.
‘There are currently ninc i n the network.

Figure 15: Optical Communications Facility

Another approach involves the use of arrayed
uplink. It is somewhat analogous to the idea of
arraying antennas for downlink. However, a key

It is also possihlc to opcratc optical links to deep

space from above the atmosphere, i.e., in Earth
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unfolds, a significant transformation in the
deployment and ownership of assets is anticipated.

diffcrencc lics in thc fact that it is difficult to have
knowlcdgc and control of the phase front from an
array of transmitting antennas. The round trip light
times (RTLT) to d e i p s p a c c vehicles are typically
too long t,o iillow for closcd loop control. Ncvcrthclcss, the approach has great potential to put
extremely high lcve:ls of ElRP on target, eithcr for
routine hi,gh-bandwidth uplink or for emergency
communicatitms. A technology effort in this a r m
is underway with a goal to demonstrate feasibility
and retire technical risk. Assuming it is succcssful,
the approach can be applied to the existing large
antennas oftlie DSh’ (34m and 70m) or even to a
large array of sinall :antennas.
-.
Navixation

From U.S.!NASA Assets to a Confcderatcd
International Network
Although NASA pioncered thc deep-space
connnunications, othcr nations, through their
individual or corporate space agencies. have
rcccntly entered. or arc seeking entry into, this
integral part ofspacc exploration. A case in point
is the European Space Agency (ESA), which has
recently commissioned a 35m antenna at New
Norcia. near Pcrth, Australia. Additional ESAowned antennas may follow. Agcnria Spaziale
ltaliana (ASI) and Ccntrc National d’Etudcs
Spatialcs (CNES) have also expressed interest in
implementing and operating deep-space tracking
stations.

arid Flidit Control

Navigatio,n challcngcs of h t u r e missions can he
traced to such, requircmcnts as precision landing,
aeromaneuvering an8dmulti-spacecraft orbital
operations. Ti) meet thcsc requirements, l o x
improvement!; in the precision of tracking
s well a s flight and ground frequency
standards will be nccdcd. In the near-temi,
tracking Ka-band signals will help to meet this
need for RF-b”xi navigation. Farther out, the
introduction of optinietric ohscrvables for
spacecraft with optical communications systems
will also he nccdcd.

As othcr entities enter the arena of deep-space
tracking, it makes sensc to envision an

intcmational confederation of service providers.
Seamless interfaces among these variously owncd
assets will cnablc efficient data transfer. This kind
of architccturc should allow end users ti) be
connected to their spacecraft without ever
knowing--or even caring-about the routing used
to cstahlish the connection.
Imoact of Site Diversity

For ccrtairi niission events. traditional Earth-based
navigation will he augmented with in .rilu
navigation techniques. These will require highly
precise spacecraft-to--groundand inter-spacecraft
time correlation and :synchronization. Example
sceuarios include planctaly approach navigation
via it/ .si/u RF links or use ofapproach imaging. In
eithcr situation, autonomy is likely to play a key
role. Even hrlher out, the autonomous ability to
monitor and c~ontrolspacecraft states, execute
spacecraft activities and to predict, prevent, and
respond to spacecraft anomalies will be highly
desirable.
._____
TOPOLOGICAL

As discussed earlier, an Earth-based optical
communications architecture will likely comprise
six to nine sites, both Ibr weather diversity as well
as good longitudinal coverage. Consequently this
would transform the DSN from a three-complex
network into perhaps a six- to nine-complex
network. Similarly at RF, deployment of the large
array of small antennas may also expand to sites
othcr than the current DSN complexes. The
rationalc for this is to maximize the likelihood of
achieving good Ka-hand links, which arc also
somewhat susccptihlc to weather effects.
Howevcr, for cost-effectiveness, it may bc that
most, if not all, of these additional sitcs will hc
designed to function autonomously, with ininimal
infrastructure.

TRANSFORMATION

Since its inception, ai the beginning of the U S .
space program, the DSN has been practically
synonymous \r, ith its three complexes spaced
around, and affixed solidly to, the Earth. At all
three sitcs. the assets have always been owncd by
a 1J.S. govcrnincut ag,cncy (NASA). However, at
the Spain and .Australia sitcs, staffing has always
been provided by local workforce. As the future

From Earth-Based to Earth-and-Space-Based
Future solar system exploration will include
intensive and extcnded campaigns of it1 si/u
investigations at particular targets. Right now, the
intemational space coininunity is in the inidst of
such a campaign at Mars, with fivc spacecraft
6

communications function, with a much higher
altitude offering many hours pcr sol o f
communications availability, as well as highcrpcrfonnancc orbiter rclay link capabilitics that use
directional UtlF and X-band proximity link
antennas. MTO will offer several ordcrs-ofmagnitude data return increase for the 2009 MSL
mission, relative to direct-to-Earth links or relay
through existing science orbiters. With
implctnentation of filc-based communications
protocols, 1 1 MTO will enable reliable, seamless
transfer of data products from the surface of Mars
to scientists and the public not only for the 2009
MSL mission but also throughout the subsequent
decade of exploration. A notional view of a Mars
Network is shown i n Figure 7.

schedulc(rlto arrive at the red planet in the 20032004 time lrame: two Mars Exploration Rovers,
the Mars Express Orbiter and Beagle 2 Lander.
and the I\loromi Orbiter. NASA has established a
plan for continued scicncc exploration through the
cnd of thc current decade, including the 2005 Mars
Reconnaissance Orliter, a 2007 Mars Scout lander
mission, and a highly capably 2009 Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL).
As part ofthis stratcgy of Mars exploration, an
orbital infrastructure is being dcvelopcd, allowing
Mars in . T i m ipacecraft (e.g., landers, rovers,
aerobots) to d a y data back to Earth through one
or niorc orbircrs, as an alternative to conventional
direct-to-Earth communications.’ Relay
conimunication offus sevcral essential
advantagcs:
increased data return, due tu the high data rates
that can be achieved on thc short-range link
lrom the Mars surface to a nearby orhitcr;
reduccd power and energy requirements,
enabliing innovative mission conccpts for which
dircct-to-Edrth links arc not viable;
link availability ibr Mars landers at times when
Earth is not in v k w (c.g., Martian night and
Mars polar locations, which seasonally are out
of Eanh view);
ability to gather high-rate cngineeriny telemetry
during critical m,issions events (such ;IS entry,
descent, and land.ing);
synergistic collection of radio metric data
(Doppler, range) on the relay communication
link, providing ifi,situ position information in a
Mars frame ofrcfercncc.

Figure 7 : Mars Network

From a P m - P o i n t to a Netw&Architccture
Throughout the space age, the DSN has evolved to
be thc “crown jewel” of space communications.
Simply put, with its cutting edgc link technologies
it is the premiere international gateway for
communicating to and from deep space. However,
just as the Internet has revolutionized terrestrial
communications during the past 20 years by
allowing diverse regional networks to confederate
over a backbone of high capacity point-to-point
links, the emergence of concepts such as a Mars
Network indicates that we are now poised to see a
similar expansion into space as more and niorc
networked space-based asscts from different spacc
agencies need to communicate with their groundbased counterparts over long-haul links. The
“classic” DSN, thcreforc, will become the longhaul communications backbonc o f a ruturc “II’N.”
In coininon with the Internet, the key to this
expansion will bc the accretion of re-usable

This initial Mars tc1t:communications
iiifrastruclurc is being established by including a
standardi7ed proximity link rclay payload on each
science orhitcr (1996 Mars Global Surveyor, 2001
Mars Odysse:g, 2003 Mars Express, and 2005
Mars Reci~nnaissancc
By adopting a
standard link layer protocol: these orbiters offer
interoperable tclecornmunications relay services
for future Mars landcrs.

Heyond this initial infrastructure, NASA’s plans
call for tlight ofthc lirst dedicated Mars
Telecomrriunicationr, Orbiter (MTO) in 2009.“’
Science orhitrrs, for example, are driven by their
remote sensing mission nccds and typically result
in very low-altitude polar orbits with only minutes
per s o l ofi:oniact to landed asset. In contrast, the
MTO niission will hc optimized for its relay
7

communications asscts that arc tied together by
standard data communications protocols.
ltitcrnational!y
Protocols

standardized Communications

When usc:r applications need to exchange
information across the Internet. several underlying
layers of :standard data communications protocol
support them. Each layer is programmed with the
rules by which thc sending and receiving ends can
pcrfonn a modular part ofthe total dialog. A
laycrcd architecture is highly amenable to
evolution sinlx. as tcchnology changes, layers can
simply he replaced without bringing down the
wholc system. This approach, shown in Figure 8,
has also heen applied to the standardization of
spacc communications.

Figure 9: End-to-End Space
Communications Standards

SERVICE MODEL TRANSFORMATlON
From Complexity to Simplicity

The early days of deep-space exploration were
characterized by relatively simple missions, at
least as viewed from today's perspective. But they
also had fairly complex operational interfaces
among mission and DSN elements. A typical
mission was a planetary flyby-though there were
certainly notable exceptions. Telecommunications
capability increased at a dramatic pace, driven by
a host ofadvances in flight systems. ground
systems, frequencies, coding, etc. In such a rapidly
developing environment, it was very difficult to
adhere to a standardized method of operation.
Hence cach new mission had a tendency to push
the statc of the art. Custom equipment. custom
interfaces, and customer involvement were the
norm. Though complex and rapidly changing, the
whole effort was leasiblc because only a few
missions at a time had to he accommodated.
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Figure 8: Standard Protocol Layering

Since 1982. the Consultativc Committee for Space
Data Systems (C'CSDS)" has been working to
achieve inl.emationa1 agreements that center
around the key point--to-point space link interrace.
At present,, wcll ovcr 250 spacecraft usc these
basic spacc link standards. More recently. CCSDS
has been cvpanding its scope to include new cndto-end "spacc intemctworking" capabilities as
shown in Figure 9.

In the current era, with its expanded customer
base, this type of operation is ticither dcsirable nor
efficient. In its place, a new operational concept,
dubbed the Swvice Porcrdixm has been developed.
Technological innovations that have proven
workable ovcr the past 40 years are bcing codified
into standardized services that can be simply
defined and simply accessed. Network users arc
not cxpccted to have deep involvement with, or
even knowledge of, the systems by which their
data are moved around the solar system. During
the formative stages o f a mission, it is now typical
to arrange for a "service contract" betwccn the
mission and the DSN. As the mission proceeds
into operations, the contract is executed, much as
one would interface with a tclcphonc company
today. Even llight telecommunications equipment
is moving toward a standardized product line. c.g.,

The CCSOS "space" and the lntcmct "ground"
standardization communities arc now bcing
brought toj:cther within the lntcmct Research Task
Force to dcvclop new technologies that can allow
the Internet to reach off-planet. An early product is
the "Bundling"' protocol suitc13,'4which is the
long-haul amlog ofthe Intcrnet's TCP/IP suite
and represuits a key !;tcp towards the IPN.

X

mission services of communications and
navigation, and 2) great expansion of the
bandwidth available to bring information from
remote environrncnts back to Earth.

the Small Dccp Space Transponder. Should a user
nced to dcvclop custom cquipmcnt, i t is at least
expected ti) be designed to standardized interfaces
so as to provide for “plug & play” insertion into
the end-to-end link.

Even a casual study of history indicates that a
watershed event in the opening of any frontier is
when infrastructure begins to be dcployed in the
remote environment. Once this step is taken,
expeditions or missions nced no longer carry all
required resources-in self-contained
fashion-into the remote environment. Instead,
each mission can rcly on services and
infrastructure already in place, and focus more
completely on how to accomplish its given
objectives.

The end goal is to make the acquisition of sciencc
data or public outreach media accessible to users
in as tramiparent a manner as possiblc, somewhat
akin to thc workings ofthe World Wide Web on
the terrcslrial Intern~zt.I f successful, users will be
freed of thc need to manage thc communications
system and thus be ablc to concentrate on their
actual purposes. Only in this manner can we truly
hopc to “cnable tclejcicncc and tcleprcscnce
throughout the S o h System and beyond,” and
“bring the sensors tci the scientists and the planets
to the public.”

In addition to this cost and efficiency advantage
for each mission, having local communications
and navigation services available in the rcmotc
environmcnt opens up another advantage in the
long term: mission concepts based on having
several heterogeneous assets active concurrcntly in
the same cnvironment-assets that can coordinate
their activities via the local infrastructure, without
having all such mediation makc the round-trip to
Earth.

Achieving thi: aforeincntioncd simplicity docs not
imply thaf technological innovation has come to
an end. On the contrary, it will proceed rapidly. In
fiict, the layered nature of the communications and
information systems arehitccture is specifically
designed to accommodate the infusion of new
tcchnologics. As these mature, they can be brought
into the nctwork in a modular fashion, without
creating major ramifications on other elements of
the cnd-to-end nctwork and system.

Figure I O shows one possible scenario at Mar
orbital platform detecting evidence of recent water
at the surface. A general requcst for further in silu
investigation gocs out to a flcct of mobile surface
asscts. After considering factors such as proximity
and payload, one rover is selected to investigate
further.

Network and Service Rcliability

In ordcr tcs make the Service Parudigrrt a rcality, it
will be necessary to :significantly upgrade the
reliability of the DSN. Generally whcn services
are dclivercd .with vcry low failure rates, users
have little rea:ion to dclve into the dctdik of how
these are provided. By contrast. nothing will get a
user dccp into the scivicc provision system faster
than failures t~ delivcr. As an example, DSN
telemetry service reliability is typically better than
98% quite good for a custom-equipped research
and development facility. Yet two failures in 100
attempts is almost certainly not good enough to
operate in the Service Paradigm mode. Thus an
effort is beginning to determine the right sct of
metrics for diagnosing service provision quality
and then tcl idcntify how thc systems must evolve
to achieve targeted levels ofreliability.
Toward Links Plus Highcr Levcl Services

Figure I O : Coordinated Mars Fleets

Extension (oftoday’s DSN into tomorrow’s IPN
will create twci marked advantages: I ) establishment of true off-planct infrastructure for the basic

Long before the IPN eiiablcs autonomous decpspace asscts to coordinate their activities, it will
9

pay dividends by providing transparent, highcrlevel mision scrvicIx to the science community.
With the currcnt DSN, scientists arc includcd,
sometinics painf‘iilly, in the tine points of
coininanding and trnnsporting data from
spacccrali. Under the truly networked
communications of the IPN, standard middlewarc
services such as “store and fiinvard” would hide
such details h i m thc scientist, providing for a
direct link between investigator and
payload-~“bringing the sensors to the scientists.”
The final step of linking the IPN with the
terrestrial Internet (with appropriate layers of
inlbrmation tcchnology security) allows the
investigator and colleagues to enjoy this intimacy
with remote assets from the convenience of tlic
home institution.
When coupled with the otlicr advantage offered by

the IPN---grc;itly enhanced bandwidth-the

possibilitics for how scicntists interact with

sensors and instruments expand dramatically,

particularly if virtual environmmt technology
comes into pl;~y.lncreascd data volume will have
little value unless incthods for effectively utilizing
this bounty of infiinriation for analysis,
visualirari(.m. and planning of‘future sciencc
obscrvation arc realized. In a well-conccivcd
imncrsivc en\.ironmcnt, as shown in Figure I I , an
investigator could, far example, enter a depiction
o f a Mars surface environment and-depending on
what kinds ofdata have been collccted, returned,
and rcndcr’cd--walk ,around objects, pick them up,
feel their tixturc, ctc. Choices about what
observations I o inakc or sainples to collect would
be much more richly inforincd under this vision of
hi)w to exploit the power ofthc IPN.

This 1PN-based approach til accomplishing
science missions could be further enhanced by
application-le\~clcapabilities for in si/u science
data analysis and automated mission planning built
on top o l t h c middlcware services. Scientists could
create, cvolvc, and use “proxy” sotiwarc onboard
remote assets. When sought-after or unexpected
results appeared. or altcmativcly, when an
investigator gained new insights in the imincrsivc
environment, requests could bc issued to remote
assets. with automated mission planning
accommodating those requests. Using tlic IPN as
their virtual laboratory, a science tcam could
acccss tlic set of deep-spacc assets and the remote
environmcnts they have been delivered to.
The IPN will offer equally exciting possibilities
for the public. High-end immcrsivc environments,
as depicted in Figure 12, could be at facilities such
as museums, with more modest capabilities on the
home desktop. Applications for the public would
be conceived to cducatc and l o entertain. The
public could explore a 1-emote environment and
could “pretend” to he the spacecraft-having its
mobility and senses. It could cvcn be possible to
experience odors or weather conditions on another
planet. Thus the IPN can play a key role in
involving and educating the public and inspiring
the next generation ofexplorers.

Figure 12: Experiencing the Remote
Environment

SUMMARY

Figure 11: Virtual Sense of Presence

Space exploration is changing. The DSN must
change to keep pace. This papcr has outlined the
critical arcas iii which translimnation must occur
and shown the directions to be taken to arrivc at a
desirable future. Bandwidth and reliability niust
increase. A more topologically diverse network

will coin,: into being, with some assets owncd by
diversc entities and others located in space. Pointto-point links will evolve towards networked
connectivity, Riding atop all this will bc new
tclcsciencc and tcleprcscnce scwiccs. Collectively
thesc transformatii)ns will lead to an
“lntcrplanctary Nctwork” that will bring the
sensors ti) th,: scienitists and the planets to thc
public.
-__
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